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DK's Peekaboo! books make the most of the interactive game that babies love with flaps to open to

reveal adorable babies and toys. These two new titles focus on parts of the body and colors. Full

color.
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My 2 year old autistic son loves flip books but has the compulsive urge to tear the flaps off. He will

destroy them as soon as he gets them. It is entirely frustrating. However, with these large flaps, the

urge to tear is gone. It is really great. So, he gets the joy of "peek-a-boo" with the flaps without the

destruction.I recommend this book to any other parents who have a flap-destroyer on their hands!

Wonderful book. Real life pictures and big pictures. Child will learn: Eyes (shinning blue sticker

kinda)on a doll, Nose (fabric) on a teddy , Ears (fabric) on a bunny & Toes (some foil kinda

material)on a dinosaur. For each of them is a lift a flap page and at the end there is another lift the

flap in which you point eyes nose etc on a baby BUT that baby doesn't have toes as the picture has

a closeup image of baby so I don't know where do they expect the child to point to toes. Anyway,

my one year old loves it.



Once again, I tried ordering a hardboard page book, just wasn't satisfied, pages way too hard. 9

month old baby just not interested.Due to return shipping and handling costs,i have to keep the

book, it's not worth $$$ returning it. Pictures are nice, as is the coloring, butI'm sorry I purchased it.

Others may like it a lot, it's just not what I was hoping to get.

My 17 month old LOVES flap books and touch and feel books and this book has it all! I love the

educational value as well. Each page identifies one part of the body on toys, so sparkly blue eyes

on a doll, soft nose on a teddy bear, soft ears on a bunny and rough toes on a dinosaur. My son

loves to tickle the dinosaur's toes. It's so cute and always gets us laughing. At the end it has a baby

playing peekaboo. It allows you to then identify eyes, noes, toes, and ears on a baby instead of

toys.GREAT BOOK!!!!!

Like this book. As my daughter is getting a little older and enjoying peekaboo more she is starting to

like this book more, and as I am trying to teach her body parts this is also fun for that. I tend to like

books with photograph graphics as opposed to cartoons and this one perfectly fits the bill, with a

cute story line.

At first, I was disappointed that the book used toys to point out the various parts of the body. But

she really enjoys the format, & kisses the baby on the last page. The "peekaboo" idea is such fun

for us. She is saying the parts now, as we get to them. & then points to Mommy's or Gramma's face

& says the part, such as "eye" during the day.The book is very sturdy, & well worth the price.

Of all the baby books we've bought (we have three kids), this one's the best of the best. Super

durable, fun flaps, engaging pictures. My little guy loves opening the flaps as we read for a

"peek-a-boo!" I am trying to get him to recognize the parts of his face, and this is a perfect way to do

it. He spends lots of time just looking at it and flipping through it on his own, too.We love it!

Another great lift the flap book that my twin granddaughters LOVE!!! Gives them interaction with the

book when they lift the flap and they learn the parts of the body while playing one of their favorite

games - Peekaboo!!!
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